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Carbon based solar cells have attracted renewed attention as a promising thin-film photovoltaic (PV) technology. [1] [2] [3] [4] Carbon nanomaterials, such as nanotubes, graphene, fullerenes, and their chemical derivatives, possess a range of favorable properties for PV. For example, thin films of carbon nanomaterials manufactured from solution can absorb a significant fraction of incident sunlight, while possessing chemical and thermal stability. 2, 5 Despite these advantages, carbon nanomaterials require precisely controlled structures to be employed in solar cells. For example, recent work has shown that carbon nanotubes with specific diameters and chiralities are necessary to optimize PV devices based on nanotubes and fullerenes;
2,3 such stringent requirements pose at present significant challenges to fabricate large area carbon based solar cells. 3 This scenario motivates a search for bulk carbon materials possessing the same desirable features of carbon nanomaterials coupled to large-scale manufacturability and low cost.
Amorphous carbon (a-C) holds a particularly promising role in carbon based PV and can be routinely deposited in thin-film form with accurate control of its structural and chemical properties. 6 It is interesting to compare a-C with amorphous Si (a-Si). 6 Due to its strong optical absorption and thin film manufacturability, hydrogenated a-Si (a-Si:H) has been investigated extensively for PV applications, resulting in solar cells with up to $10% efficiency.
1 By contrast, application of a-C in solar cells has been very limited thus far.
7-10 While a-Si is commonly employed in its hydrogenated form a-Si:H to passivate dangling bonds, binding in a-C leads to C atoms in sp, sp 2 , and sp 3 configurations, thus partially passivating dangling bonds in the absence of hydrogen. In addition, thin films of a-Si:H are subject to severe photodegradation processes, such as the Staebler-Wronski (SW) effect, which reduce the efficiency of a-Si:H solar cells. 6, 11, 12 Interestingly, a-C does not possess an equivalent of the SW mechanism, likely due to the greater number of bonding possibilities of C atoms.
Theoretical modeling using first-principles calculations has contributed significantly to understand the structure of a-C, 13, 14 and recent calculations have highlighted the potential of diamond-like a-C for sunlight harvesting. 15 However, a systematic study of a-C and hydrogenated a-C (a-C:H) aimed at exploring their applicability in solar cells has not been carried out.
In this work, we study the performance of a-C and a-C:H as materials for PV. We employ first-principles molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to generate sets of a-C and a-C:H structures with a range of densities and hydrogen contents. Using density functional theory (DFT) calculations, we correlate structural features, such as the density, H concentration, and fraction of sp 2 and sp 3 hybridized C atoms, with properties of relevance in PV such as the electronic structure, carrier mobility, and sunlight absorption. Our work suggests strategies to optimize these properties in a-C and highlights the promising features of a-C for application in solar cells.
We generated a-C and a-C:H structures using firstprinciples MD calculations based on DFT as implemented in the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP). 16 Briefly, the Kohn-Sham (KS) Hamiltonian of the system included projector augmented wave pseudopotentials to describe the core-valence electron interaction 17, 18 and, in MD simulations, the local density approximation (LDA) of the exchange-correlation potential. 19 In the MD simulations, the KS wavefunctions were expanded in plane waves with a kinetic energy cutoff of 350 eV, the Brillouin zone was sampled at the C point, and the canonical (NVT) ensemble was adopted. Electronic and optical properties of the final structures were calculated by employing the HSE06 hybrid exchange functional. Optical absorption spectra were computed within the independent-particle approximation using the KS eigenvalues and wavefunctions, and including up to 1000 empty bands. Convergence with respect to all computed properties was carefully verified.
Our a-C systems consisted of cubic simulation cells with 216 C atoms and densities in the 2.0-3.5 g/cm 3 range with increments in steps of 0.25 g/cm 3 for a total of seven different densities. In a-C:H, we introduced a variable fraction of 0%-20% H atoms with increments of 10%, for a total of three H concentrations. To obtain meaningful statistical averages of the quantities of interest, we prepared 10 samples for each density and H content.
The amorphous structures were prepared using a multistep protocol: the atomic positions were initially randomized using the algorithm from Wooten et al.;
20 once randomized, the a-C and a-C:H samples were annealed at 5000 K for 3 ps using first-principles MD as described above, and subsequently cooled to 300 K over 0.3 ps and then further equilibrated for 3 ps. 21 The structural analysis, including the radial distribution function, carbon coordination number and sp 3 /sp 2 ratio, is discussed in the Supporting Information.
22 Figure 1 summarizes the structural properties of our a-C and a-C:H structures with H content 0-20 at. % and density values q ranging between the density of graphite (q % 2.0 g/ cm 3 ) and the density of diamond (q % 3.5 g/cm 3 ). Based on the number of first nearest neighbors of each C atom, reported in Figure 1 (a) for three example a-C structures with different densities, we describe the C atoms as four-fold, three-fold, or two-fold coordinated (respectively, C 4c , C 3c , and C 2c ). While C 4c atoms correspond to sp 3 hybridization, C 3c atoms can correspond to either sp 2 hybridized C atoms or sp 3 hybridized C atoms with a dangling bond. C 2c corresponds to sp hybridization and was less commonly observed in our samples. Our analysis indicates that the fraction of C 4c , C 3c , and C 2c atoms depends strongly on the density and H content and their average trends are reported in Figure 1(b) .
Next, we explore the electronic and optical properties. Figure 2(a) shows the electronic density of states (DOS) of a-C and a-C:H structures as a function of the density and H content. For a-C with q ¼ 3.5 g/cm 3 , we observe the presence of a band gap of $5 eV, close to the value of the DFT (HSE06) gap of diamond. As q decreases towards the density of graphite, we observe a decrease in the band gap due to the appearance of states with energy within the band gap, belonging to the so-called Urbach tails of the DOS. 6 At a density of q % 3 g/cm 3 , the gap closes completely, and for lower densities, the Urbach tails extend further into the gap (see Figure S2 of Supporting Information). Analysis of the projected DOS of C atoms (not shown here) reveals that the top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduction band at densities of 3-3.5 g/cm 3 are contributed mostly by p z states of sp 2 C atoms, while s and p states of sp 3 C atoms correspond to energies deeper inside the valence and conduction bands. At densities lower than 3 g/cm 3 , we observe the formation of extended p states contributed by p z states of threefold coordinated C atoms and leading to the Urbach tail formation. This observation is consistent with the closure of the gap as the sp 2 fraction increases in structures with lower densities. We conclude that the value of the band gap is determined by the conjugation length of p states from sp 2 C atoms within the a-C network, similar to trends observed in conjugated molecules. [23] [24] [25] Our results show that lower densities in a-C lead to larger fractions of sp 2 C atoms, and thus to more extensive p conjugation and reduced band gaps. We observed similar trends in a-C:H, with the important difference that the disorder induced by the H atoms further increases the number of states in the Urbach tails (Figure 2(a) ).
Figure 2(b) shows the charge density associated with KS states of different energies in a-C with q ¼ 3.5 g/cm 3 . We observe that orbital localization depends strongly on the energy of KS states near the Fermi energy (E F ). Localized states found at energies close to E F arise from dangling bonds, are typically localized on a few C atom sites and associated with the presence of dangling bonds in the a-C network. Progressively more delocalized states are found at lower (higher) energies within the valence (conduction) band. Such states of intermediate delocalization are found to be associated with weak disorder such as bond angle distortion. Finally, states delocalized over the entire simulation cell are found at higher energies within the valence and conduction bands. In amorphous semiconductors, it is important to locate the energies in the valence and conduction bands marking a transition between localized states contributing negligibly to charge transport and delocalized states contributing to charge transport. These energies are called valence/conduction band mobility edges-respectively, E V m and E C m -and their difference is the mobility gap E G ¼ E C m À E V m . For solar energy conversion, mobility gaps smaller than 2-3 eV are desirable to ensure that photogenerated carriers possess sufficiently large diffusion lengths to be collected at the electrodes. To compute the mobility edges in a-C and a-C:H, we quantified the localization of the KS orbitals by evaluating their inverse participation ratios (IPR) following the procedure in Ref. 26 . We observed sharp transitions in the IPR values for increasing energies both in the valence and conduction bands, thus allowing us to identify the mobility edges as the energies of the IPR value transition, and consequently compute the mobility gaps. Figure 3 shows the mobility gap as a function of density and H content. For a-C, we observe E G values in the 0-6 eV range increasing monotonically with density. The increase of E G as a function of density is associated with a decreasing overlap of p states from three-fold coordinated C atoms. The introduction of 10%-20% H atoms shifts up the E G range to 1.5-6.5 eV but does not alter the trends. Overall, we observe that mobility gaps of less than $3 eV as desirable in PV can be achieved at small to intermediate densities of up to 2.5 g/cm 3 in a-C and 2.25 g/cm 3 in a-C:H. We found that the same density ranges are also ideal for sunlight absorption, as discussed next.
The discussion of structural and electronic properties in a-C and a-C:H carried out thus far forms the basis for our study of sunlight absorption in a-C. Figure 4(a) shows the calculated optical absorption coefficient a (units of cm
À1
) of nonhydrogenated a-C for samples of different densities. We further computed the Tauc optical gaps E t 29 by applying a linear fit of (aE)
1=2 vs E, where E is the photon energy (see Figure S5 of Supporting Information).
At all density values, we observe relatively large a values of approximately 10 5 cm À1 at visible photon energies, comparable to absorption values in a-Si (calculated at the same level of theory) and in the best organic and inorganic absorbers employed in PV. 27 The large absorption values in the visible make a-C (and a-C:H) an excellent candidate material for sunlight harvesting in PV. We observe that absorption at visible energy is mainly determined by inter-band transitions between p and p* states from sp 2 C atoms, consistent with our electronic structure results. For low density structures with a large fraction of sp 2 C atoms, Figure 4 (a) shows large absorption values due to the presence of delocalized p and p* states with extended conjugation. By contrast, samples with densities higher than 3 g/cm 3 and lower p conjugation show absorption onsets at higher energies and can absorb sunlight significantly only at energies larger than 2.5-3 eV. These trends suggest that low density a-C structures favoring extended p conjugation are preferable for sunlight collection and use in PV. Optical absorption in a-C:H shows a similar behavior, with subtle differences due to structural effects imparted by H atoms (see Figures S3 and  S4 of Supporting Information). In particular, H atoms enhance absorption in samples with higher densities as they introduce defect states close to the Fermi energy, and reduce absorption in samples with lower densities by saturating C¼C double bonds. The ability to tune sunlight absorption by changing the density and H content (and as a result the fraction of sp 2 atoms and the conjugation) is unique to a-C and a-C:H. Indeed Si atoms do not form bulk compound with sp 2 hybridization and only few stable molecules are known to present Si¼Si double bonds (see for example Ref. 28) .
To further quantify sunlight absorption in a-C and a-C:H, we combined the computed absorption coefficients with the incident AM1.5 solar spectrum (see Supporting Information) to calculate the generated photocurrent density J abs (units of mA/cm 2 ) under AM1.5 illumination. We computed J abs as a function of thickness for a-C and a-C:H films using the formula
where J ph (E) is the incident AM1.5 solar flux at photon energy E, and L is the thickness. We remark that J abs is an upper estimate for the short-circuit current generated in a slab of a material of thickness L and absorption coefficient a(E). Figure 4(b) shows the generated photocurrent in a-C and a-C:H samples with two different densities (2.5 g/cm 3 and 3.25 g/cm 3 , respectively), compared to the same quantity for a-Si and a-Si:H calculated using the same approach. 30 Crystalline Si and diamond are also compared for reference. We observe that the photocurrent J abs increases significantly for a decrease in density from 3.25 g/cm 3 to 2.5 g/cm 3 . Hydrogenation has only a minor effect in the low density sample, but significantly enhances sunlight absorption in the high density sample. On the other hand, hydrogenation has a minor effect on the absorption of a-Si (see Figure 4(b) ).
Our results demonstrate that a-C can provide absorption much superior to crystalline Si and diamond (the gap of which is too large to absorb sunlight appreciably). Moreover, by properly tuning the density and the hydrogen content (and thus the p conjugation), the absorbed sunlight and the resulting photocurrent can be made larger than a-Si, by as much as a factor of 2 for the same thickness. By contrast, a-Si and aSi:H tend to form large fractions of sp 3 atoms due to the different hybridization of the p states in Si. For this reason, absorption in a-Si and a-Si:H samples is mostly determined by transitions between electronic states in distorted sp 3 Si-Si bonds contributing to the Urbach tails.
Taken together, our results show that sunlight absorption in a-C is strong and can be tuned by orders of magnitude by tailoring the composition and deposition conditions. Experimentally, such density and hydrogenation control can be achieved routinely 6 and could be applied to prepare high quality a-C and a-C:H solar cell active layers. While our results establish that a-C can achieve comparable sunlight absorption to a-Si, the successful preparation of a PV device based on a-C would require additional steps, including a suitable device architecture to extract electrons and holes at separate contacts, as well as the reduction of sources of carrier recombination to achieve large currents and voltages. Solar cell devices consisting of a-C as the active layer material may provide a pathway to harvest and convert sunlight in large area carbon based solar cells.
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